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l.INTRODUCTION

This paper describes a new method of weather
forecast presentation based on modern mobile
communication technologies - at the moment
the fastest-growing industry in the world. Re-
cent studies show that every fifth person in the
world owns a mobile device, and in Croatia
more than 80 percent of households have at
least one; at the same time, only 37 percent
have a personal computer (GFK, 2003).
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2. TECHNOLOGY

In June 1999, Sun Microsystems announced a
new edition of the lava2 platform: Ihe Java2
Micro Edition - Jz}l[F' (Muchow, 2002). The
purpose of the Micro Edition is to enable Java
applications to run on computing devices with
limited computer power, memory and display,
such as mobile phones, PDAs, pagers, etc. It is
based on the popular Java programming lan-
guage, and the application is called MIDlet.
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MIDlet is an abbreviation composed of two
words: MID for Mobile Information Device,
and "let" is the suffix of "applet", which means
mobile application (Piroumann, 2002).

Over time, this technology has become stan-
dard with the new generation mobile devices,
so that almost all new models support it,
independently of who produces them.

Thanks to the Java technology, mobile phone
features can be enhanced through interactive,
dynamic applications which can be
downloaded and stored in a mobile phone.
And when a user does not need them any mo-
re, they can be easily erased. Examples of dif-
ferent Java applications include interactive ga-
mes, utilities, organisation and travel pro-
grammes, etc.

3. APPLICATION IN WEATHER
FORECAST

In Croatia, as well as abroad, current techno-
logies (radio, TV, newspaper) have been
exploiting weather forecast presentations for a
long time already so that there are limited
possibilities left of further development (spe-
cialised TV-stations etc.)

In the last decade, the rapid development of
mobile technology has introduced a
significantly new way of communication and
living.

So far, the weather forecast in mobile devices
was mainly presented through SMS (short
message service) and MMS (multimedia mes-
sage service), WAp pages etc.

The disadvantage of such an approach is that
the user always gets the same product.

The Java technology, on the other hand,
allows the building of software that provides
interactive access through the intuitive inter_
face, at any desired time and in every place.

Besides weather forecasts, users can also re,
trieve real-time information, such as data from
automatic synop stations, radar and satellite
lmages. (every 15 and 30 minutes,
respectively), special warnings, nowcastings
etc. As the application uses data from the In-
ternet, independently of the mobile provider,
users can access the desired information no
matter where they are, whether in Croatia or
abroad.

4. PRESENTATION

A MIDlet, named CroWeather, with a com-
plete weather forecast, has been created as a
University project. Forecasts are given for the
present and the following day, textually and in
picture format. As for actual data, besides sa-
tellite and radar images, this MIDlet also pro-
vides textual data on current weather condi-
tions as temperature, pressure, humidity etc.
Users can choose among different Croatian
cities and the main regions.

The programme is a so-called MIDlet applica-
tion. It should be installed on Java-enabled
mobile devices, and is written in the Micro
Java programming language. The server side
scripts providing files and data are written
partly in PHP and Fortran 90, mainly in a
Unix environment.

The application was developed using Sun,s
Wireless Toolkit (-, Java 2 Micro Edition,
2000) that emulates Java-enabled mobile devi-
ces, and was successfully tested on several mo-
bile phones (Nokia 7650, Nokia 3650)

In2001, mobile phones of the 2,5 generation
were just being introduced to the Croatian
market. At first, it was difficult to find a mobi-
le phone that would comply with the features
required (Java-enabled, GPRS, colour display
desirable), so that at the time only one type
actually matched our criteria.

Although the application worked successfully
on the emulator, we experienced some diffi-
culties when testing it on a real device: insuffi-
cient implementation of Java in the actual de-
vice (during http requests the application
would stop and would not work in a single
thread, so we used multithreading), and the
mobile provider did not support the transfer
of data files larger than 5 kB.

As every other, this Java MIDlet also consists
of two files. One with a .jar extension (Java ar-
chive), which is the actual MIDlet, and anot-
her with a .jad extension (Java application
description), a plain text file that contains so-
me general data about the application, versi-
on, authors, producer etc. The total size of the
files is cca 30 kB, so they can be easily
downloaded to a mobile phone via an IR (in-
frared) or Bluetooth connection, or otherwise
directly from the WAP pages (OTA - over the
air). Once the files are downloaded, users can
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simply install the MIDlet through the Java
application manager, depending on the mobile
device type (Topley, 2002).

The following presentation consists of screen-
shots taken on the Nokia 7650 mobile phone.
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Figure 1. Textual information about current weather conditions in 32 Croatian continental and coastal cities
(weather description, temperature, humidity, pressure, time change of pressure, wind. sea temperature, snow

height - all updated hourly)

Slika 1. Tekstualne informacije o aktualnim vremenskim prilikama u 32 kontinentalna i obalna grada u Hr-
vatskoj (opis vremena, temperatura, vlaZnost, tlak. tendencija promjene tlaka, vjetar, temperatura mora. visi*
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Figure 2. Textual forecasts for Croatia and the city of Zagreb for the present and the following day

Slika 2. Tekstualna prognoza za Hrvatsku i za grad Zagreb za dana5nji i sljedeii dan
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Figure 3. Textual forecasts for the Adriatic for the next 12 hours in 4 languages: English, German, Italian and
Croatian, updated at 6.00 and 13.00 hours

Slika 3. Tekstualna prognoza za Jadran za sljedeiih 12 sati na detiri jezika: engleskom, njemadkom, talijan-
skom i hrvatskom, osvjeZene u 6 i 13 sati
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Figure 5' Satellite image - current picture, last 4 animated pictures, last 8 animated pictures
Slika 5' Satelitska slika - aktualna slika, animacija 4 posljednje slike, animacija 8 posljednjih slika
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Figure 6. Graphic forecasts for 6 Croatian regions for the present and the following day

Slika 6. Slikovna prognoza za 6 hrvatskih regija za danasnji i sutrasnji dan
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Figure 7. Aboutbox. Besides general information about the application, authors etc, users can check if there

is a new version of the programme and download it.

Slika 7. Aboutbox. Osim op6ih informacija o programu, autorima i dr., korisnik moZe provjeriti postoji li no-

vija verzija programa i skinuti ju.

5. CONCLUSION

CroWeather for Java-enabled mobile devices

has been successfully tested on several types

of devices. The application is small and is not
computer-expensive, which makes installation

and usage relatively easy. Modern wireless

technology combined with Java technology
provides advanced usage of products such as

weather forecasts, so that the user can

selectively and interactively access the desired

data, no matter where he is. The authors belie-

ve that this and similar solutions, and their
applications, will play a dominant role in mo-

dirn weather forecast presentation, especially

with regard to the newcoming generations of
mobile devices.
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